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Education 
         2018-Present   Diploma in Audio and Music Technology, Pulse College. Dublin.  

2016–2020  Undergraduate Degree in Design for Stage and Screen, IADT, Dublin  
             2015     Meisner Acting Technique Full Course, Momentum Acting Studio. Dublin  
     2012–2015   Undergraduate Degree in Science, UCD, Dublin, . 

            2006–2012   Secondary School Education, St Paul’s Secondary School, Dublin 12, . 
Leaving Cert Points: 520 
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Designer, Anibanangi’s Quirkies, Dublin. 
As of summer 2018 I have been operating my own art shop hosted on Etsy and 
Facebook making jewelry, bleached shirts and spray painted paintings.  
 
Waitress, Gourmer Burger Kitchen, Dublin  
Serving customers, working the till, making drinks and deserts  
 
Makeup Artist, Banished Opera, Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin  
Roles: For two weeks I applied makeup, fake dirt, styled hair and assisted senior 
MUAS on set at Banished.  
Face painting Artist, Silly Billy Events Company, The Square, Tallaght  
Applied Halloween makeup on little children and their parents.  
 
Scarer, The Nightmare Realm, RDS, Dublin.  
Roles: Performing as a scarer in a horror attraction, touching up makeup and hair look   
 
Elf, Christmas Grotto, ILAC Shopping Centre, Dublin.  
Roles: performance, dealing with families and event promotion.    
 
Makeup Artist, The Great Gatsby, The Gate Theatre, Dublin  
Roles: I applied makeup and styled hair for a two- day work experience stint at the 
Great Gatsby  
 
Makeup Artist, Aida Opera, Bord Theatre, Dublin.  
Roles: I applied fake tan, transferable tattoos, styled hair and applied makeup for the 
cast of Aida.  
 
Makeup Artist, Virtual Reality Ireland, Dublin.  
Roles: Created a horror makeup look for a virtual scare attraction in a castle.  
 
Cinema Operator, Dundrum Cinema, Dublin. 
During my time working in the cinema I worked in customer service and sales 
through working on the till. 
I worked on preparing food and drinks for customers, as well as being part of the 
cleaning team. 
Health care Volunteer, Enable Ireland, Dublin. 
I spent two days a week volunteering at an Enable Ireland school . 
I mainly worked with kids under the guidance of physiotherapists and speech 
therapists. 
 



 
 

Design and 
Concept Art 

 Skill 
Our college projects encourage a lot of creative design choices. From learning how to 
make prosthetics/ makeup to how to design a set and costumes.  Premiere Pro, 
Photoshop and Photography comes into play as well as essay writing. 

Photoshop    In my course we design a lot of posters and character profiles using Photoshop.  
Music 

Production 
 

I have been working on composing music using my Roland synth, ukulele with 
vocals and using the music programmes : Pro Tools and Logic Pro X.  
 

Interests
Music   I play piano, synth and ukulele and write a lot of my own songs. Learning to DJ.  

Dancing   I  do pole and burlesque dancing at the moment with experience in aerial, Indian, hip 
hop and ballet.   

     Design  
  

 Bleaching shirts, making handmade jewelry  
Travelling, acting, baking, going to creative and spiritual events.  
 
 
 
 
Applicable Information 
 

I am a friendly, open person who finds it easy to connect with people. I am a designer 
who loves to create and make a change in the world through the form of art. I am very 

enthusiastic and positive when it comes to new ideas. I enjoy collaborating with 
groups and team work.  

 I have predominantly worked in the catering and events industries. As part of my 
course we work behind the scenes at many operas and theatre productions so I am 

comfortable in those environments. 
I have been in short films and a movie extra for years hence I am aware of how the film 

industry works to some degree.  
I enjoy working with kids.  I have a lot of patience and know how to explain 

projects in simple and concise ways.    
  
 

Languages
English  Fluent 
Russian  Fluent 

Spanish  Working Knowledge
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